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Contingent Liabilities for Infrastructure
Projects
Implementing a risk i management frameN-ork for governments

Chr-istol/pher X To manage their exposure arising from guarantees to infrastructure projects, governments need

;I.lvs b Iuc, to adopt modern risk management techniques. Because guarantees come due only if particular
events occur and involve no immediate cost to the government, they rarely appear in the

government accounts or have funds budgeted to cover them. This Note introduces an integrated

risk management system that draws on recent advances in the private sector. The system,

adapted for use in the public sector, enables governments to budget for expected losses and to

set aside reserves against unexpected losses, thus avoiding the budgetary stress associated with

redirecting scarce public resources to cover a sudden increase in costs.

Over the paI..< setver-al yeaIrs manyi large multilli- . \s-,',in IT the erfmet' )I r I n Ii

national firms. includiiln,g Banker-s rlust. CIhaIse hearing risk.
Manhattan. andi \icrosoft, have irriplmentd 1. tsinTg the government's risk tolorian_c as a ha-
enterprisew-ide systems for risk management. I or sis ftor estahlHishing policies and pri(icedures fo r
each risk idciitifiedi as importalnt the se firm.s de- structuring resere-s against unexpecttel lossees
termnine the hest appr iach for improving their Implemienting riskr mitigattion and ci ntrird
manalIgemilenlt of exposulre, whether hv insuring mechinisms to prev\ nt unintended l( isses on
transterring. mitigating or retaining the risk. The those ris1s and establishing sii st'rs to ':ontin-
goal is not just to hedge a fixed set of risk expo- Luallv miobitonr and reassess the gi ivernment
sures hbut to determine the areis ziand lines of risk exposure I iVer time.
husilness in VhiiCh a company is w-illing to re-
t.ain risks in order to generate target returns As in the private sector, these steps should he

applied to foul- general categories of risk:
Adapted to the puHlic sector environment-and financial. operationial husiness. and event risk.

customilizecd to retlect the government's hIudlget-

a,ry andl regulatory processes, the legislativ- and Measuring risk
legal environments, and the risks heing evaluLtted
-this approach can he used to manage a govelrn- A gov ernmlent's exposure to loss can arise from
ment's exposure to risk, paarticularly contilngent a wide variety of events anld attempting to ac-
liahilitv risk. 'I'he modlel involves six main steps: cCount for every source of exposure is not fea-
* Identif-ing the government's risk exposures. sihlle A hetter approach. and that followed in
* Measuring or (tuantifying expected and uLn- the private sector model, is to first examine gen-

expectd exposuLres. eral categories of risk and then focus on the
l Provisioning for expected costs in the hud- areas of highest risk (see figure 1 for a lattice of
gCt;,lrV plO'CUSS. uencric risks). The next step is to value the
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Contingent Liabilities for Infrastructure Projects

FIGURE 1 RISK IDENTIFICATION LATTICE

Liquidity risk - M Le ris 0Exog s ik

Cdi r-s l- SystemsE ris

expected and unexpected losses (see box I for on a present value basis, most government bod-
a definition of expected and unexpected losses). ies account for credit and insurance products
The valuation techniques used will depend on using a simple cash-based system of budgeting.
the type of risk being analyzed and the data Cash-based budgeting misrepresents and masks
available. Actuarial and econometric models can the aggregate exposure associated with loan
be used to estimate exposures, but both tech- guarantees and government insurance programs
niques require substantial data on the per- and creates perverse incentives for selecting one
formance of a program (or on a comparable form of financing assistance over another. To
program). For project finance, where deals are see how these incentives skew decisionmaking,
unique and data records often missing or of low consider the different ways in which a govern-
quality, more advanced modeling approaches ment could help finance a US$100 loan to a
are required. The most powerful are those com- private infrastructure provider. if the government
monly used to value options in financial mar- provides a 10 percent loan subsidy, the cash
kets; these can be applied to value direct loans, budget cost would be IJSS1O in year one. If it
loan guarantees, and insurance contracts granted provides the loan directly, the cash budget cost
to support infrastructure liabilities. in year one would be USS100-the full face value

of the loan. And if it agrees to guarantee a loan
Budgeting for expected costs by a private bank, the budgetary cost would be

zero (or negative if a guarantee fee is collected)
Armed with a measure of risk exposure for in the first year. Thus while the economic and
expected costs, a government can use the infor- financial values of the three forms of financial
mation as a budgetary control mechanism and assistance are equal, a legislative body would
work out how to improve the budgetary process favor the guarantee option. Only by enforcing
to provide stronger incentives for risk man- budgetary controls at the time the financial as-
agement. The government could publish its risk sistance is committed can the budgetary incen-
exposure in the national budget, use it to estab- tives be realigned to eliminate this effect.
lish exposure limits or credit limits, or use it to
develop risk-adjusted performance measures. Many governments face significant legal, regula-
(Such measures could be applied to reward pro- tory, and political hurdles in moving from current
grams that deliver social benefits with the least budgetary practices to a full accounting of the
risk to the public budget.) risks of contingent liabilities. Often governments

prefer incremental changes or interim steps to
The main impediment to implementing these smooth the transition. Implementing risk-adjusted
options is the cash budget accounting system performance measures allows governments to
used by most governments. While private insti- manage their exposures to contingent liabilities
tutions compute virtually all investment deci- even if an immediate change in national bud-
sions, expenditures, plans, and budget forecasts getary policy is not feasible. Nonbudgetarv con-



BOX 1 DEFINING EXPECTED AND UNEXPECTED LOSSES

Consider a government loan guarantee program Probability Exposure
characterized by the following very simple (percent) (millions of U.S. dollars)
probability distribution. While the expected 5 0
costs of the program (the mean of the distribu- 5 2
tion) are US$10, losses will exceed this 15 5
expectation 35 percent of the time. That means 15 8
that if the government sets reserves only to cover -25
expected losses, it will have to request 15 12
additional funds in 35 percent of all possible 5 14
outcomes of the guarantee. For a portfolio of 5 16
thirty similar programs and with five-year 5 18
guarantees, the central government would 2.5 20
have to go to the legislature twice a year for 2.5 30
additional funds.

trol mechanisms for contingent liabilities (pub- more capital against unexpected losses (say,
lishing information, establishing credit quotas capital to cover a 99 percentile event over a
or exposure limits, and earmarking future funds one-year period) than a firm seeking an A rat-
to cover guarantee costs) also could be used ing (capital to cover a 90 percentile event).
during a transition to a new budgetary system.
And they could be used on a permanent basis Similar pressures come into play in assessing
for liabilities grandfathered during a change in government tolerance for risk. But the assess-
budgetary policy or as a permanent manage- ment must also consider the unique question of
ment solution if the government fails to enact a how often the executive wants to go to the legis-
change in the budget law. lature for funds. Once the proper valuation tools

are in place, the government can set reserve
Reserving for unexpected costs policy based on an assessment of its aversion

to making frequent funding requests. The gov-
In addition to budgeting for the full expected ernment's leverage considerations will also be
present value of costs, governments need to set different from those in the private sector. Holding
aside reserves against unexpected losses. For a more funds in reserve increases the liquidity of
private firm with multiple lines of business, de- the guarantees that the reserve supports, increas-
termining the appropriate level of capital or re- ing their value and allowing the government to
serves is a complex procedure that takes into leverage more private funding in the guarantee
account both the variability of losses for each program. But reserving funds in a separate ac-
product line and the correlation between prod- count reduces the money available for other
uct returns and the opportunity cost of capital. public sector projects and senrices. If the net

benefits of additional public spending exceed
A private firm must also weigh the expecta- the liquidity benefits of adding to the guarantee
tions of shareholders and stakeholders, rating reserve, the government may want to direct ad-
agencies, and business partners in determining ditional funds toward public spending.'
the optimal level of capital. The capital or re-
serves held by an enterprise reflect its relative Setting reserves
risk aversion and its ability to withstand a spe-
cific level of unexpected losses. Thus a firm Having assessed which risks and what level of
seeking a AAA rating will hold considerably loss it is willing to bear, the government can set
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its reserves against unexpected losses ("risk capi- ernment may achieve better results by manag-
tal") in its credit and insurance programs. But ing its assets and liabilities at the balance sheet
first it needs to determine whether reserves will level rather than on a program basis.
be set based on the additive unexpected loss
exposure of each guarantee or on a portfolio The government also needs to decide whether
value-at-risk approach to account for portfolio to hold its reserves offshore, in a foreign cur-
diversification, what the investment policy of rency, or domestically. in the domestic currency.
the reserves will be, and where the reserves If the guarantees are denominated in dollars,
should reside. the government should consider investing the

reserve fund in dollar assets and possibly keep-
Under an additive reserve standard the govern- ing the reserve offshore to circumvent convert-
ment calculates the unexpected loss exposure ibility risk issues. This strategy would greatly
of each of its contingent liabilities indepen- enhance the market value of the guarantees and
dently (that is, examines the sensitivity of each provide the government with greater leverage
guarantee valuation to changes in the underly- from the guarantee program. However, decisions
ing factors). Then, for a given confidence level on the location of the reserves must be made in
and time interval, it determines the amount of the context of the government's broader for-
unexpected loss it wishes to cover for each eign currency risk management program.
guarantee, taking into consideration the op-
portunitv cost of capital. It then identifies the Next step

Viewpoint is an open
forum intended to average cash reserve required to fund these
encourage dissemina- unexpected losses. Finally, it aggregates the in- This approach to risk management also pro-
tions f and debate on dividual cash reserve balances to arrive at a vides a mechanism for governments to criti-
ideas, innovations, and
best practices forex- total unexpected loss reserve. cally assess the distribution of risks within a
panding the private loan guarantee or insurance program and come
sector. The views pub- The problem with the additive approach is that up with better designed contracts and fewer
lished are those of the
authors and should not it fails to account for portfolio diversification- and smaller calls on guarantees. And as risks
be attributed to the the fact that pooling imperfectly correlated risks change over time, the framework provides a
World Bank or any of will reduce the variance in the expected loss basis for easv reestimation and quick adjust-
its affiliated organiza-
tioar. Nor do any of the of a portfolio. As a result the risk of the overall ments to the budgetary and reserve system. A
conclusions represent portfolio will be overstated, and more protec- companion Note shows ho>;.
official policy of the tion against unexpected losses provided than
World Bank or of its
Executive Directors originally sought by the government. The al- This Note is hased on a longer paper by the authors in Timothy trwin,
or the countries they ternative is to calculate the aggregate loss dis- Michael Klein, Goillermo E. Perry. and Mlateen Thobani, e(ls., Dea/ing

ropresent. tribution of the governiment's portfolio of risks, esth Pyl.bc Riske in Privoae /jisssuawcroce (Latin American and Carib-

To order additional using a value-at-risk approach that incorporates bean Studies, Washington, D.C.: World l3ank. 1998).
copies please call cross-correlations between guarantee expo- When a private company assesses the uadeoff between holding

202-4S8-11 11 or contact sures and then set reserves to cover unex- resernts and investing in other programs. it osuIally has a targeted
SuoomneGSmith, petedoseibsdtnthonrpctdlos economic return driat helps guide its capital policy. ror a govern-
SuzanneoSm ith edir pected losses based on the unexpectcd loss ment the romparable concept issrcial cturn. Calculating social
The World Bank, profile of the entire portfolio. return requires a coniplete asset-liabilit' management program that
1818 H Street, NW, goes beyond the valuation of inirastructure liabilities or other forms
Washington, D.C. 20433, . of direct loans, loan goiaranltees, and instirance. This Note focuses
or Internet address Investng reserves on reserving against contingent liabilities withoot considering a
ssaith7@vworldbank.org. broader asset-liahiliry nitan3genent policy.
The series is also The objective in investing the reserve funds
evailable os-lin e
vwww.worldbarnk.rg/ should be to maximize the value of the assets ChristopherM. Lewis, Ernst & Young, and

html/fpd/notes/ when the costs to the government increase- Ashoka Modyj (amnody@worldbank.org), Project
notelist.html). that is, to invest the reserve funds in assets that Finance and Guarantees Deparin ent

@ Printed on recycled provide the best hedge against the government's
paper. cost for a given return. In doing this, the gov-


